
Card Games
 
 
A card game (also called"card games" or"traditionally card games") is a card game generally
played for pleasure, and in most cases without any real cash being played around the table.
In modern times the term card game can encompass any card game, even though there are
several types of card game that predate the remainder. An easy playing card (sometimes
written"qi" or pronounced"kee") is the simple card game. Simple card games are played
using a standard deck of 52 cards. Each participant receives two decks of 52 cards, one
each of black and red, face down. The first person may choose which deck to use, then takes
turns coping off the decks before a winner is found. 
 
The playing cards originated from the Chinese. The term"Card" comes from the Chinese
words kow and gain meaning"to stretch, break or tear."  The term"Card Game" is thought to
be derived from exactly the exact same source. It is also believed to come from exactly the
exact same origin as Mahjong, the card game from which the name"Mahjong" is derived.
There's not any conclusive evidence to support either claim. 
 
The word"card games" in Europe today most often refers to the game we know today
as"cards" or"playing cards". However it is possible that the origin of this word goes much
deeper than that. Some historians believe that it was in the Italian language that the phrase
became referring to the game played with a deck of cards as opposed to cards and clubs. 
 
Card games evolved from playing card studs with pegs in the cards themselves. The pegs
were for points, the cards themselves where the"playing card" itself. This eventually
developed into the 52-card deck we know now. Most of the earliest decks were made of
wood and were played with one person using a standard deck of 52. These ancient decks
were simple affairs, and they probably had no springs or corners - just a straight forward . 
 
Since the centuries , and with the development of new technologies, the playing cards
started to include more intricate designs. In fact, during the late Renaissance there was a
push to add jokers to the decks. Furthermore, during the industrial revolution many new
substances were found for the decks. People started to favor cold case cards because they
did not collect dust. (The average playing card today is made of a plastic base and coated
with a felt-like backing) One advantage to cold instance cards is that the corners do not
collect dust - a problem many players encounter with their wooden decks. 
 
The classic French or English game of Solitaire dates back to the thirteenth century. By this
time, the match had developed a set of official rules and has been played in tournaments.
The game became popular in Europe, especially in France, where it was first introduced. The
popularity of card playing cards in Britain began to grow toward the center of the nineteenth
century, as bingo came into vogue. 
 
The next significant evolution in playing cards came with the development of the tractor and
the automobile. With these two major innovations, the possibilities of what could be
accomplished with decks of cards entirely changed. Suddenly, anything was possible. The
most important article here is'improvements.' 
 
There are still many other designs of playing cards available. Most, if not all, are based on
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the thought of playing cards - as cards may have been designed for different gaming
conditions. Decks for solitaire, blackjack, baccarat, and card games such as rummages are
just a couple of examples of the kinds of decks used in different conditions. There are
hundreds of thousands, perhaps even millions, of different decks in existence. The market for
playing cards may never be as large as it is. The large variety of cards, together with the
ever-present opportunities for customization has created a market which continues to grow
everyday.


